This paper develops a new adaptive scanning methodology for intra frame scalable coding framework based on a subband/wavelet(DWTSB) coding approach for MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 scalable video coding (SVC). It attempts to take advantage of the prior knowledge of the frequencies which are present in different higher frequency subbands. We propose dyadic intra frame coding method with adaptive scan (DWTSB-AS) for each subband as traditional zigzag scan is not suitable for high frequency subbands. Thus, by just modification of the scan order of the intra frame scalable coding framework of H.264, we can get better compression. The proposed algorithm has been theoretically justified and is thoroughly evaluated against the current SVC test model JSVM and DWTSB through extensive coding experiments for scalable coding of intra frame. The simulation results show the proposed scanning algorithm consistently outperforms JSVM and DWTSB in PSNR performance. This results in extra compression for intra frames, along with spatial scalability. Thus Image and video coding applications, traditionally serviced by separate coders, can be efficiently provided by an integrated coding system.
INTRODUCTION

Scalable video coding (SVC) standard
1 is based on pyramid coding architecture. In this kind of architecture, the total spatial resolution of the video processed is the sum of all the spatial layers. Consequently, quality of subsequent layers is dependent on quality of base layer as shown in Fig. 1 .a. Thus, the process applied to the base layer must be the best possible in order to improve the quality.
Hsiang
2, 3 has presented a scalable dyadic intra frame coding method based on subband/wavelet coding (DWTSB). In this method, LL subband is encoded as the base layer while the high frequency subbands are encoded as subsequent layers as shown in Fig. 1 .b. With this method, if the LL residual is encoded, then higher layer can be encoded at a better quality than base layer, as illustrated in Fig. 1 .c. The results presented by Hsiang has proved to be better than H.264 scalable video coding method JSVM 4 for intra frame. In dyadic scalable intra frame coding, the image is transformed to wavelet subbands and then the subbands are encoded by traditional H.264/MPEG-4 AVC. Since each wavelet subband possesses a certain range of frequencies, zigzag scan is not equally efficient for scanning the transform coefficients in all the subbands. Jia et al. 5 have presented the idea of adaptive scan based on spatial prediction for intra frame of traditional H.264/MPEG-4 AVC.
We organize our work as follows. In Section 2, overview of SVC including different types of scalability which it offers is presented. In Section 3, we introduce the basic scan methodology and the proposed scans for high frequency subbands. Section 4 contains its performance analysis and experimental results including its compression comparison for high frequency subbands and as a whole also with SVC test model JSVM and DWTSB for benchmark video sequences. The concluding remarks about the proposed algorithm are presented in Section 5. 
SCALABLE VIDEO CODING
In SVC, the video bit stream contains a base layer and number of enhancement layers. Enhancement layer are added to the base layer to further enhance the quality of coded video. The improvement can be made by increasing the spatial resolution, video frame-rate or video quality, corresponding to spatial, temporal and quality/SNR scalability. Previous video standards such as MPEG-2, 6 MPEG-4 7 and H.263+ 8 also contain the scalable profiles but they were not much appreciated because the quality and scalability came at the cost of coding efficiency. SVC based on H.264/AVC has achieved significant improvements both in terms of coding efficiency and scalability as compared to scalable extensions of prior video coding standards. Similar to the previous scalable video coding standards, SVC is also built upon a predictive and layered approach to scalable video coding.
(a) (b) Figure 2 . Spatial and temporal scalability offered by SVC: a) Spatial scalability in which resolution of enhancement layer can be either equal to or greater than resolution of base layer, b) First layer containing only I and P frames while second layer contains B frames also. Frame rate of second layer is twice the frame rate of first layer.
In spatial scalability, the inter-layer prediction of the enhancement-layer is utilized to remove redundancy across video layers as shown in Fig. 2 .a. The resolution of the enhancement layer is either equal or greater than the lower layer. Enhancement layer P images can be predicted either from lower layer or from the previous frame in the same layer. In temporal scalability, the frame rate of enhancement layer is better as compared to the lower layer. This is implemented using I, P and B frame types. In Fig. 2 .b, I and P frames constitute the base layer. 
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Coding LH flu B frames are predicted from I and P frames and constitute the second layer. In quality/SNR scalability, the temporal and spatial resolution of the video remains same and only the quality of the coded video is enhanced.
Applications like digital cinema, motion picture production and satellite imaging requires fast random access to individual video frames. For that purpose, SVC offers a new profile for intra frame video coding named 'Scalable High Intra Profile'. DWTSB spatially scalable coding framework, presented by Hsiang, 2, 3 for intra frames can be used to enhance the efficiency of this profile. This framework is quite flexible in selecting the wavelet coefficients for generating low resolution video at the base layer. In contrast to visual texture coding (VTC) 7 of MPEG-4 which is based upon separate zero-tree based system for coding wavelet coefficients, DWTSB framework can be integrated to H.264 JSVM reference software without much modification. DWTSB based H.264 coding system takes advantage of the benefits of wavelet coding without much increase in implementation complexity.
PROPOSED METHOD
In this section we present the basic scan methodology in Section 3.1 and the proposed adaptive scans for high frequency subbands in Section 3.2.
Scan methodology
Let the transform coefficients be 2-dimensional array given as:
After scanning the 2-dimensional array, we get a set:
One can note that scanning is a bijective function from P m×n to Q mn . Indeed, scanning of a 2D array is a permutation in which each element of the array is accessed exactly once.
Natural images generally consist of slow varying areas and contain lower frequencies both horizontally and vertically. After a transformation in the frequency domain, there are lot of non-zero transform coefficients (NZ) in the top left corner. Consequently, zigzag scan is more appropriate than other scans to convert a 2D array of transform coefficients to one directional array. Entropy coding engine is designed to perform better when it gets most of the non-zero coefficients in the beginning of the block and long trail of zeros at the end of block, and magnitude of non-zero coefficients is higher at the start of the scanned array. This is the case for slowly changing video data when quantized coefficients Horz FreQ.
are scanned by traditional zigzag scan. Substituting the image by its wavelet subbands, each subband contains a certain range of frequencies. Traditional zigzag scan is not efficient for all the subbands as the energy is not concentrated in top left corner of 4x4 transform block and each subband should be scanned in a manner which generates most of the non-zero coefficients in the beginning and long trail of zeros at the end. We need only a single syntax element to indicate the number of the subband decomposition levels. No syntax is required for the scans since a specific scan is being used for each subband.
First of all, image is transformed to wavelet subbands and the LL subband is encoded as base layer by traditional H.264/MPEG4-AVC. In the enhancement layer, LL subband is predicted from the reconstructed base layer. Each high-frequency subband is encoded independently. They are transformed, quantized, scanned and then entropy coded as shown in Fig. 3 . Our main contribution is to modify this scanning process and make it adaptive for every subband. In order to analyze each subband in frequency domain, we propose to divide the 2D transform space into 4 areas, as shown in Fig. 4 .a for LL subband. The area-1 contains most of the energy and has most of NZs. The area-2 and area-3 contain comparatively less number of NZs and only one frequency is dominant in these areas; either horizontal or vertical. The area-4 contains the least number of NZs. Fig. 4 .a shows the frequency distribution in LL subband. It contains the lower frequencies in both horizontal and vertical directions and transform coefficients in this subband are scanned by traditional zigzag scan as illustrated in Fig. 4.b. 
Proposed adaptive scan for high frequency subbands
In this section we propose to analyze the areas of the subbands HL, LH and HH in order to adapt the scanning processes. We have used wavelet critical sampling setting. Daubechies 9/7 wavelet filter set has been used to transform the image to the wavelet subbands at an enhancement layer. The work has been done on 'JVT-W097' 9 which is referenced H.264 JSVM 8.9 with wavelet framework integrated. The reference software is then modified to analyze the performances of several scan patterns for each subband. Nine standard video sequences containing various combinations of motion, color, contrast and objects have been used for the analysis.
HL and LH subbands do not contain horizontal and vertical frequencies in equal proportion. HL subband contains most of the high frequencies in horizontal direction while LH contains most of high frequencies in vertical direction. Because of non-symmetric nature of frequencies the scan pattern in not symmetric for HL and LH subbands except in the area-1 which contains both of the frequencies.
In HL subband, there are high horizontal frequencies and low frequencies in vertical direction. Area which contains many NZs should be then in top right corner, as illustrated in Fig. 5 .a. Based on this, it should be scanned from top right corner to bottom left corner in a natural zigzag, as shown in Fig. 5 .b. But separation of frequencies in subbands is not ideal and depends on the type of wavelet/subband filter used. It is also affected by rounding errors. So this simple zigzag scan is modified to get better results. Experimental results show that baj JA Horz Free DC coefficient still contains higher energy than other coefficients and should be scanned first. After that, we scan from the top left corner in a horizontal fashion till element 11, as illustrated in Fig. 5 .c. At this position, we have two candidates to be scanned next: element 5 and element 15. We have already scanned the area-1 and zigzag scan is no more feasible. So, element 15 is then selected to be scanned first as it contains higher horizontal frequencies which are dominant in this subband. The same principle is true for the rest of scan lines and unidirectional scan from bottom to top gives better results, thus giving priority to the coefficients which contain higher horizontal frequencies. The final recommended scan for HL subband is illustrated in Fig. 5 .c. Similarly for LH subband, there are low horizontal frequencies and high frequencies in vertical direction. This subband contains most of the NZs in bottom left corner, as illustrated in Fig. 6 .a. Based on this, LH subband should be scanned in a zigzag fashion from bottom left corner to top right corner as shown in Fig. 6 .b. But due to reasons similar to HL subband, this simple scan is modified to the final scan, illustrated Fig. 6 .c, which is more appropriate for this subband. DC coefficient is scanned first and after, we scan from the bottom left corner in a zigzag fashion till element 5. Thereafter, unidirectional scan which gives priority to the coefficients containing higher vertical frequencies, is performed. The final recommended scan for LH subband is illustrated in Fig. 6 .c. HH subband contains higher frequencies both in horizontal and vertical directions as shown in 7.a. Frequencies which contain NZs should then be in bottom right. In this subband, DC coefficient contains the least energy and is scanned at the end. So it should be scanned from bottom right corner to top left corner in a zigzag fashion as shown in Fig. 7 .b.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For the experimental results, nine standard standard video sequences have been used for the analysis in CIF and QCIF format. Each of them represents different combinations of motion (fast/slow, pan/zoom/rotation), color(bright/dull), contrast (high/low) and objects (vehicle, buildings, people). The video sequences 'bus', 'city' and 'foreman' contain camera motion while 'football' and 'soccer' contain camera panning and zooming along with object motion and texture in background. The video sequences 'harbour' and 'ice' contain high luminance images with smooth motion. 'Mobile' sequence contains a still complex background and motion in foreground. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed scan, we have compressed 150 frames of each sequence at 30 fps.
DWTSB dyadic intra frame coding has already been demonstrated to perform better results than JSVM. Results illustrated in Fig. 8 for QP = 18 show that DWTSB-AS coding improves results comparing to DWTSB coding. In particular, adaptive scanning helps the entropy coder to perform a better coding and then gives a better compression without any compromise on quality. HH subband offers the best results since the appropriate scan for this subband is exactly opposite to simple zigzag scan. For example, for 'bus' video sequence, DWTSB-AS has reduced the over all size for the three high frequency subbands (HL, LH and HH) from 2983 kB to 2783 kB. File size of base layer and its residual remains the same since no modification has been made in their scan pattern. The improvements for the overall 2-layer video have been shown in Fig. 8 .a for all the video sequences. To see the performance as a function of the QP over the whole rate distortion (R-D) curve, we have tested the proposed scans with QP values of 18, 24, 30, 36 over 150 frames of the same benchmark video sequences at 30 fps. The results show that the performance of adaptive scan is consistently better over the whole curve for all the benchmark sequences. Rather adaptive scans performs better at high QP values many times. Hence our scan performs better for all high frequency subbands over the whole R-D curve. Fig. 9 .a gives the performance analysis overall 2-layer video 'mobile' at different QP values while Fig. 9.b-d give the performance analysis for the video 'mobile' at different QP values for the three subbands HL, LH and HH respectively. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a new adaptive scanning methodology for intra frame scalable coding framework. We have described in detail the DWTSB-AS coding and we have shown that DWTSB-AS coding has done a significant file size reduction without any computation load for the same quality as compared to DWTSB coding. We have then elaborated the effectiveness of subband-specific scan for two layers by showing experimental results applied on several standard video sequences.
